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In this study we examined
inputs to neurons in the medial
subnucleus
of the medial geniculate
nucleus
(mMG) for
changes of synaptic efficacy associated with heart-rate conditioning to an auditory conditioned
stimulus (CS). Conditioningrelated changes of synaptic efficacy were measured in awake
animals by examining
mMG single-unit
responses evoked by
stimulation
of one of two areas that send auditory CS and
nonauditory
information
monosynaptically
to the mMG, the
brachium of the inferior colliculus (BIC) and the superior colliculus (SC). Synaptic efficacy was measured before, immediately after, and 1 hr after one session of classical conditioning
with a tone CS and a cornea1 airpuff unconditioned
stimulus. To
determine whether conditioning
produced changes of synaptic
efficacy on the auditory BIC inputs to mMG cells and not
general changes of cellular excitability,
analyses of synaptic

efficacy were performed on the mMG units that exhibited shortlatency evoked responses
(~3.5 msec) to both BIC and SC
stimulation. Analyses revealed that the BIC but not the SC test
stimulus-evoked
unit activity from the same neurons exhibited
the following
changes
immediately
after conditioning:
decreases in unit response latency, increases in unit response
reliability, and increases in spike frequency.
BIC-evoked
unit
responses
after pseudoconditioning
did not exhibit these
changes in unit responding.
These results suggest that the
synapses carrying auditory CS information
to mMG neurons
increase in strength as the result of associative
conditioning
with an acoustic CS. Some of these changes of synaptic efficacy remained 1 hr after training.
Key words: synaptic efficacy; medial geniculate;
plasticity;
classical conditioning;
heart rate; rabbit

A major goal in the neurobiological
study of learning is to localize
sites of neuronal plasticity within the CNS and to describe the
mechanisms of this plasticity. One model of learning that has been
used effectively for studying these mechanisms is the classical
conditioning
of autonomic/behavioral
responses through the pairing of acoustic conditioned
stimuli (CS) and noxious unconditioned stimuli (US). Using this model, several CNS areas have
been implicated as potential sites of plasticity [e.g., medial subnucleus of the medial geniculate nucleus (mMG), amygdala, and
auditory cortex]. Of these regions the mMG is particularly interesting, because this may be ‘one of the first loci of neuronal
plasticity within the conditioning
circuit. Learning-related
changes
in mMG could then influence neuronal changes in other CNS
areas (Weinberger
et al., 1990; McEchron et al., 1995).
Because of its polymodal organization,
mMG receives convergent CS and US information
during classical conditioning
with
acoustic CS. Cells in mMG respond electrophysiologically
to both
auditory CS and facial somatosensory US information (Love and
Scott, 1969; Aitkin, 1973; McEchron et al., 1995). Furthermore,
the mMG receives auditory CS inputs from the inferior colliculus
(IC) via the brachium of the IC (BIC) (Moore and Goldberg,
1963, 1966; Kudo and Niimi, 1980a,b; Calford and Aitkin, 1983;
LeDoux et al., 1987) and facial somatosensory US inputs from the
spinal trigeminal complex (Lund and Webster, 1967; Jones and

Burton,
1974; Erzurumlu
and Killackey,
1980; Ring and
Ganchrow,
1983; Peschanski, 1984; Iwata et al., 1992). Other
areas such as the superior colliculus (SC) also project monosynaptically to mMG (Altman
and Carpenter,
1961; Tarlov and
Moore,
1966; Martin,
1969; Graham,
1977; Holstege
and
Collewijn, 1982).
Several lines of research have suggested that mMG plays an
important role in classical conditioning
with an acoustic CS. For
instance, studies in lesioned mMG have shown that this area is
essential for autonomic/behavioral
conditioning
with an acoustic
CS (Jarrell et al., 1986; LeDoux et al., 1986; McCabe et al., 1993).
In addition, electrophysiological
studies have shown that mMG
neuron responses to an auditory CS change as a function of
conditioning
(Gabriel et al., 1975; Supple and Kapp, 1989; Edeline and Weinberger,
1992; McEchron et al., 1995). Although this
evidence suggests that neuronal plasticity may occur in mMG, it
does not rule out the possibility that plasticity occurs in other CNS
areas and is relayed to mMG. Gerren and Weinberger
(1983)
have provided evidence that plasticity can occur locally in mMG
by showing that high-frequency stimulation of BIC produces longlasting electrophysiological
changes in mMG. However, it is still
unclear whether plasticity in mMG occurs as the result of associative learning, and it is also unclear whether plasticity occurs at
auditory CS inputs to mMG cells. Therefore, the present study
examined auditory and control inputs to mMG neurons for
changes of synaptic efficacy associated with heart-rate (HR) conditioning to an acoustic CS. The efficacy of these synaptic inputs
was tested by examining
short-latency
mMG unit responses
evoked by electrical stimulation BIC and SC before, immediately
after, and 1 hr after conditioning.
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Subjects. A total of 53 New Zealand
albino rabbits of both sexes (2.5-3.5
kg) were used in this investigation.
All animals were maintained
on a 12
hr light/dark
cycle with food and water provided
ad libitum.
Surgery. All surgery was conducted
under aseptic conditions.
Animals
were anesthetized
with gaseous halothane
(2.0-3.0%
in 100% oxygen,
flow rate 500-600
ccimin)
and positioned
in a Kopf stereotaxic
frame.
After a midline
incision, cranium exposure,
and trephining,
animals were
stereotaxically
implanted
with one stereotrode
in the right mMG,
one
stimulating
electrode
in the right BIG, and one stimulating
electrode
in
the right SC. Jeweler’s screws twisted 1-2 mm into the skull were used as
a reference
and ground for the stereotrode.
The tips of the stereotrode
were placed in the vicinity of mMG units that responded
to auditory-click
stimuli.
The tips of the stimulating
electrodes
were positioned
so that
low-current
pulses (<250 kA, 50 Fsec) consistently
evoked short-latency
((3.5 msec from the offset of the pulse) unit responses in mMG.
Dental
cement was then used to secure the electrodes
in place. All animals were
allowed 2-3 d of recovery
before any handling
or testing.
Apparatus.
Bipolar stimulating
electrodes
were constructed
by mounting two Teflon-coated
stainless steel wires (each wire, 110 pm outside
diameter)
in a 23.gauge stainless steel tube. The wires were cut flush at
the tips to allow 1 mm of the wires to protrude
from the cannula. This
produced
an impedance
of 100 ka at 1 kHz for each wire. Biphasic,
constant-current
pulses (100 Fseciphase,
1 msec interphase
interval)
were
delivered
through
the stimulating
electrodes
by a stimulus isolator (model
A365, World Precision
Instruments,
Sarasota,
FL). A three-digit
analog
intensity
setting on the stimulus
isolator allowed individual
pulse intensities to be reproduced
accurately
throughout
the training
session. The
variability
of the current
intensity
delivered
by the stimulus isolator was
tested throughout
the investigation
and had an SE of CO.19 PA at the
range of intensities
used in these experiments.
The stereotrode
permitted
concurrent
recording
of a number of single
units across training
(McNaughton
et al., 1983). Each stereotrode
was
made by bonding
two lacquer-coated
tungsten
wires (each wire, 20 pm
outside diameter)
together
with epoxylite
to form two distinct recording
channels,
X and Y. The stereotrode
wires were cut flush at the tip to
produce
a center-to-center
spacing of -10-15
Frn and an impedance
of
100-400
k0 at 1 kHz for each wire. The stereotrode
was mounted
in a
23-gauge stainless steel cannula, and the tips were allowed to protrude
2
mm from the end of the cannula. The cannula was attached to a miniature
chronic microdrive
with threaded
support posts. Rotation
of the support
posts allowed
for small movements
of the stereotrode
on the day of
recording.
Analog
signals from channels X and Y of the stereotrode
were fed
through
a Grass high impedance
probe
(model
HIPS, Quincy,
MA)
situated near the animal. The analog signal from each channel was then
amplified
20,000X by a Grass P51lAC
amplifier,
which used a band-pass
filter of lo-20
kHz high frequency
and 300 Hz low frequency.
The
amplified
signals were then sampled-at
32 kHz/channel
by a computer
consisting of a 25 MHz 80486 CPU and a 12-bit, 150 kHz analog-to-digital
converter.
Electrocardiographic
(EKG)
activity was recorded
during conditioning
for each animal using a Grass model 7 polygraph.
EKG recording electrodes
were stainless steel safety pins inserted subcutaneously
in
the chest and nape to form a lead II configuration.
The EKG signal was
amplified
using a Grass model 7P5 AC preamplifier.
During
training,
each animal was positioned
in a Plexiglas restrainer
with an adjustable
back and head stock that immobilized
the head of the
animal. The restrainer
was secured within a ventilated,
sound-attenuating
chamber illuminated
by two 6 W light bulbs. Background
white noise [60
dB sound pressure level (SPL)] and the CS (3350 Hz tone, 70 dB SPL, 2
set duration)
were provided
through
an 8 fl speaker
positioned
20 cm
anterior
to the head of the subject. Before testing each animal, auditory
stimuli were calibrated
using an SPL meter positioned
where the ears of
the animal normally
would be in the chamber.
A 0.5 set puff of air
delivered
to the center of the right cornea served as the US. The air puff
US was delivered
through
a 14-gauge blunt hypodermic
tube perpendicular to the tangent
plane of the globe of the eyeball. The tip of the
hypodermic
tube was positioned
1 cm from the cornea by a lightweight,
flexible support fastened to the head of the animal by a Velcro strap that
allowed full visibility
from both eyes. Tailor hooks fastened to the Velcro
strap pulled the eyelids apart to expose the cornea. A regulator
attached
to a tank of compressed
nitrogen
controlled
the amount
of pressure
released by a 28 V Skinner valve in line between the tank and hypodermic
tube. The air puff pressure (15 N/cm’)
was calibrated
at the hypodermic
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tube using a sphygmomanometer-calibrated
Gould (Cleveland,
OH) linear pressure transducer
amplified
by a Grass model 7Pl DC preamplifier.
The computer
that sampled the neural data also controlled
the delivery
of all CS and US. An event flag was inserted
automatically
in the data
stream for the onset and offset of each event to analyze stimulus-evoked
neural activity.
Conditioning
and stimulation
procedures.
Before
behavioral
testing,
animals were acclimated
to the experimental
chamber for 30 min. During
this time, the stereotrode
was moved ventrally
by turning the posts of the
microdrive
to locate single mMG
neurons
that could be activated
at a
short latency (x3.5
msec) by low-current
electrical
stimuli delivered
to
BIC and/or SC.
After acclimation,
animals were given 30 habituation
trials [intertrial
interval
(ITI)
= 60 -+ 10 set]. On each habituation
trial, the CS was
presented
without
the US. After 30 trials, the bradycardiac
response to
the CS was no more than -7.5 beatsimin.
Measurements
of HR were
taken on the first and last 10 trials of habituation.
Immediately
after habituation,
animals were given test stimuli through
each of the stimulating
electrodes
in BIC and SC (sites), whereas
unit
responses were recorded
from mMG.
These test pulses served as probe
stimuli to test for changes of synaptic efficacy. Figure 1A shows a schematic representation
of the sites of stimulation
and the placement
of the
recording
electrode
in the mMG.
Single mMG
unit responses evoked by
BIC stimulation
were used to examine
the efficacy of synapses that
transmit
auditory
CS information.
The mMG
unit responses evoked by
SC stimulation
served as controls
to examine
the efficacy of synapses
carrying
nonauditory
information
to the same cells. Figure
1B shows
waveforms
of a single mMG
neuron
evoked by both BIC and SC test
stimuli.
Three intensities
were selected for each test stimulation
site at
the time of recording
by carefully
examining
the evoked unit response
activity on an oscilloscope.
The lowest intensity for each site was selected
as the amount
of current
that evoked
short-latency
(c3.5
msec) unit
-50%
of the time (threshold).
The next current
intensity
for
responses
each site evoked short-latency
unit responses
-1.0-1.5
times threshold.
The highest intensity for each site was the amount of current (~250 PA)
that evoked unit activity 1.5-2.0 times threshold
without
artifact distortion. The stimulation
procedure
began by delivering
50 test stimuli at 2
set intervals
to one site at the lowest intensity.
Then the other site was
stimulated
50 times at its lowest intensity.
This process was repeated
at
the second and third intensity
for each site. The order with which the two
sites were stimulated
was counterbalanced
across animals. This stimulation procedure
took -10 min. The procedure
was repeated
immediately
after and 1 hr after conditioning
or pseudoconditioning.
These three
periods
of test stimulation
will be referred
to as phases (pretraining,
post-training,
and 1 hr post-training).
Immediately
after the pretraining
phase of stimulation,
the animals
received one Pavlovian
conditioning
session (20 trials; IT1 = 60 i 10 set)
or one pseudoconditioning
session (38 trials; IT1 = 30 i 10 set). The
conditioning
session consisted of 18 trials in which the CS was paired with
the US, and two CS test trials in which the CS was presented
alone.
During
CS-US
pairings,
onset of the US occurred
simultaneously
with
the offset of the CS. The CS test trials were presented
every tenth trial to
allow for measurements
of HR without
US artifact. A pseudoconditioning session was used to control
for possible nonassociative
changes in
synaptic efficacy. During
the pseudoconditioning
session, 18 trials of the
CS and 18 trials of the US were presented
quasirandomly
with the
limitation
that the same stimulus
was presented
on no more than two
consecutive
trials. The two CS test trials of the pseudoconditioning
session were presented
every twentieth
trial. The total session time and
the number
of CS and US were the same for both the conditioning
and
the pseudoconditioning
procedures.
Immediately
after the last test trial of training,
the post-training
phase
of stimulation
was administered
with the same intensities
that were used
in the pretraining
phase. The final 1 hr post-training
phase of stimulation
was administered
60 min after the last CS test trial of training, again using
the same intensities.
After the I hr post-training
phase of stimulation,
animals received
an additional
CS test trial.
Antidromic
collision
tests. In a separate group of 10 animals, the
monosynaptic
latency of the BIC and SC projections
to single mMG
neurons was examined
by measuring
the latency of BIC and SC units
evoked antidromically
from mMG. The latency of antidromically
evoked
unit responses was used as a reference
to determine
whether
the orthodromic mMG
unit responses evoked
from BIC and SC during training
were consistent
with monosynaptic
latencies.
In these tests, animals were
anesthetized
and a bipolar
stimulating
electrode
was lowered
into the
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FROM
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SAME mMG UNIT
EVOKED
FROM SC

Figure I. A, Schematic representation
of the sites of stimulation
and the
placement
of the recording
electrode
in the area of the mMG.
Single
mMG unit responses evoked by test stimulation
of the BZC were used to
examine
conditioning-induced
changes in the efficacy of synapses that
transmit auditory
CS information.
The same mMG neurons were activated
by test stimuli delivered
to the SC to examine pathway-specific
changes in
unit responding.
B, Three waveforms
of an mMG
neuron
120 FV in
amplitude
(negative
voltage upward)
that was evoked by both BZC (left)
and SC (right) test stimuli. Open inverted triangles indicate onset and offset
of the biphasic test stimulus, and bars represents
1 msec. For this neuron,
the test stimulus-evoked
unit latency from stimulus offset was 3.0 msec.

mMG;
a tungsten recording
electrode
was lowered
into the BIC or SC.
The recording
electrode
(Frederic
Haer, Brunswick,
ME) was insulated
except for the tip, which was etched to <l km to produce
an impedance
of 11 MO. The fine tip of the recording
electrode
was used to isolate
individual
neurons in SC and nerve fibers in BIC. Antidromic
spikes were
produced
by stimulating
in mMG
and recording
action potentials
in BIC
or SC. Evoked
antidromic
unit latency was measured
from the offset of
the electrical
pulse.
A collision
test also was performed
to provide
evidence
that the BIC
and SC units were generated
antidromically.
Collisions
occurred
between
spontaneous
spikes in BIC and SC and antidromic
spikes generated
electrically
in mMG.
Spontaneous
activity from BIC or SC was monitored
with a Tektronics
oscilloscope
(Beaverton,
OR).
Spontaneous
spikes
triggered
the constant-current
stimulus
isolator,
which
produced
a
uniphasic
electrical
pulse (~200
PA, 50 ksec) in mMG.
The electrical
pulse at mMG produced
an antidromic
spike that was recorded
in BIC or
SC when the interval
between
the spontaneous
spike and the electrical
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stimulus
was greater than a critical delay for that particular
antidromic
spike. When the interval
was less than the critical delay, however,
an
antidromic
collision occurred,
and the antidromic
spike was not present
in BIC or SC. The critical delay for a spike was estimated
by adding the
latency of the antidromic
action potential
to the refractory
period
of
the axon. The axonal refractory
period was estimated
by determining
the
minimal
interval
between
paired pulses (1.5X threshold
intensity)
that
produced
two antidromic
spikes 100% of the time.
Histology. At the end of testing, a small lesion (100 PA anodal current,
25 set) was made at the tips of the electrodes
to verify the location
of the
recording
and stimulating
sites. All animals were then overdosed
with
sodium pentobarbital
and perfused
transcardially
with 0.9% saline followed by 4% formalin.
The brain was removed
and soaked in a formalinsucrose solution
for several days before sectioning.
Frozen
coronal sections (40 pm) through the lesioned area were soaked in a 10% potassium
ferrocyanide
solution
to locate the center of the stimulation
and recording sites. Sections were then mounted
on gelatin-coated
slides and stained
with Neutral
Red. Sections were traced, and the recording
and stimulating sites were plotted
under a magnification
of 10X and 40X using a
Nikon microscope
and drawing
tube.
Single-unit
and HR analyses. Single-unit
analog signals recorded
from
mMG
were analyzed
with the aid of Discovery
software
(DataWave
Technologies,
Longmont,
CO). Analog signals from each channel of the
stereotrode
(X and Y) were used to separate
single units. If the signal
from either channel exceeded
the user-defined
threshold
set during the
recording
session, a 1 msec epoch of data was collected
from both
channels.
The software
allowed
for the separation
neurons
based on
measurements
of spike height and width obtained
from the digitized
signals from X and Y. Spike separation
was also verified visually with a
software
oscilloscope.
Analyses were performed
using only those neurons
that could be reliably
separated
and tracked
across the entire training
session.
The mMG single-unit
responses to BIC and SC test stimuli were used
to measure
learning-related
changes of synaptic efficacy. Several measures of the test stimulus-evoked
unit response
served to indicate
increases in synaptic efficacy: decreases in evoked single-unit
latency, increases in the reliability
of evoked single-unit
discharge (increases
in the
percentage
of time-locked
unit responses
to test stimulation),
and increases in the evoked spike discharge frequency.
Previous
studies in the
hippocampus
and mMG
have used similar
measurements
to indicate
increases
in synaptic
efficacy (Bliss and Lomo,
1973; Andersen
et al.,
1980; Gerren
and Weinberger,
1983). Each of these measures was calculated for each set of 50 test pulses at each intensity
of each phase of
training.
The latency of all unit discharges was calculated
using 0.1 msec
bins. The mean unit response latency was calculated
using the latency of
the first spike evoked within a 10 msec period after the offset of each test
stimulus. Unit discharges with a latency of >lO msec were not used in the
latency calculations.
The mean unit response latency of each set of 50 test
stimuli was then used to determine
whether
the unit responses to each of
these test stimuli was time-locked.
A unit response to a test stimulus was
time-locked
if the first evoked spike occurred
within 22.0 msec of the
mean response
latency. Test stimulus-evoked
spike frequency
was measured by comparing
the number
of spikes in the first 10 msec bin after
pulse offset with the average
of the five 10 msec bins in the baseline
period preceding
stimulus onset. A standard score was then computed
for
the change in test stimulus-evoked
spike frequency
at each test stimulus
intensity
and phase of training,
treating
the baseline as sample variance.
The baseline frequency
of unit discharge was measured
by counting
the
number of spikes fired by a neuron in the 1 set preceding
the onset of a
test stimulus.
Only the BIC and SC sites that evoked unit responses consistent
with
a monosynaptic
projection
were used in the analyses of test stimulation.
This criterion
was used to provide
evidence
that changes of synaptic
efficacy occurred
at the synaptic inputs to neurons
in mMG
and not in
another
structure
outside of mMG via a polysynaptic
connection.
In this
study, the latency of BIC and SC unit responses evoked
antidromically
from mMG were as much as 2.5 msec. This antidromic
latency measurement, along with a short synaptic delay, suggests that orthodromic
mMG
units generated
monosynaptically
from BIC and SC may occur with a
latency of as much as 3.5 msec. Thus, individual
unit responses that were
evoked
at a short (<3.5 msec) and fixed latency (>70%
of responses
time-locked)
before
training
were considered
to be consistent
with a
monosynaptic
projection.
The test stimulation
analyses were performed
by grouping
the intensities
for each site of each neuron according
to the
percentage
of time-locked
evoked unit responses.
This allowed neurons
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to be compared
at similar levels of evoked
unit discharge.
The results
suggest that sites could be grouped
at only two of the three intensities
because of the different
levels of evoked responses of the multiple
cells
recorded
from a single stereotrode.
The two intensities
used in the
analyses were those that produced
monosynaptically
evoked
responses
1.4-2.0 times threshold
and 0.8-1.4 times threshold
during the pretraining phase of stimulation.
The HR was computed
by measuring
successive five-beat
R-R (EKG
R-waves)
intervals to the nearest 0.5 mm from the polygraph
chart at a 25
mmisec paper speed. On each test trial, the interval immediately
preceding stimulus
onset was taken as the prestimulus
baseline.
On each test
trial, the HR response was measured
as the largest bradycardiac
response
of the three consecutive
intervals
after prestimulus
baseline.
The HR
responses were measured
on the last trial of habituation,
on the two test
trials during training,
and on the test trial delivered
1 hr after training.
Repeated-measures
factorial
ANOVAs
were conducted
on the test
stimulus
parameters
and HR responses.
For all ANOVAs,
significant
interactions
between factors were subjected
to follow-up
ANOVAs
and
post hoc Newman-Keuls
analyses. Dependent
and independent
t tests
were used for single-factor
comparisons.
An a-level of 0.05 was required
for significant
ANOVAs
and t tests (two-tailed).

RESULTS
experiments
included 105 mMG single units recorded from
43 animals that received one session of classical or pseudoconditioning. The animals that received classical conditioning
exhibited
significant conditioned
HR responses compared with the animals
that received pseudoconditioning
(see Training-related
changes in
test stimulus-evoked
unit latency). In 14 of the classically conditioned animals, 19 mMG cells were evoked reliably (>70% timelocked unit discharges) by BIC stimulation at a latency of ~4.5
msec, and 16 cells were evoked reliably by SC stimulation at a
latency of <4.0 msec. To determine whether classical conditioning
produced changes of synaptic efficacy on the auditory BIC inputs
to mMG cells and not general changes of cellular excitability,
analyses of synaptic efficacy were performed on only the mMG
units that could be evoked by both BIC and SC stimulation. These
analyses were also restricted to the mMG units that were evoked
reliably and at latencies consistent with a monosynaptic projection. Thus, analyses of synaptic efficacy attributable
to classical
conditioning
were performed on 9 cells (from 7 animals) that
could be evoked reliably and at short latencies (~3.5 msec at
1.4-2.0 times threshold) from both BIC and SC. To determine
whether changes of synaptic efficacy were attributable to associative learning, analyses were also performed on cells recorded from
animals that received pseudoconditioning.
In 11 pseudoconditioned animals, 10 cells were evoked reliably by BIC stimulation at
a short latency, and 8 cells were evoked reliably by SC stimulation
at a short latency. The priority in this study was to examine the
mMG unit responses evoked by both BIC and SC test stimuli in
animals that received classical conditioning;
therefore, the animals that exhibited both BIC- and SC-evoked unit activity were
administered classical conditioning
rather than pseudoconditioning. Because of this priority, none of the cells from the pseudoconditioned animals was activated from both sites.
These

Group comparisons
for test stimulus-evoked
unit activity
To measure changes of synaptic efficacy, the latency, reliability,
and spike frequency of test stimulus-evoked unit responding were
analyzed for the pretraining, post-training,
and 1 hr post-training
phases of stimulation at two threshold intensities. Unit responses
could be grouped into only two of the three intensities (0.8-1.4
and 1.4-2.0 times threshold)
administered
during training because of the heterogeneity of unit response profiles encountered
on a single stereotrode
during the recording session. Table 1
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shows the mean measures of the test stimulus-evoked
mMG unit
responses for each of the four groups analyzed in this study: unit
responses from the neurons evoked reliably by both BIC (BICconditioning
group; 9 cells) and SC (SC-conditioning
group; 9
cells) test stimulation in classically conditioned
animals; unit responses evoked reliably by BIC test stimulation in pseudoconditioned animals (BIC-pseudoconditioning
group; 10 cells); and
unit responses evoked reliably by SC test stimulation
in
pseudoconditioned
animals (SC-pseudoconditioning
group; 8
cells). Table 1 shows that the unit responses of each of the groups
were evoked reliably and at a short latency (<3.0 msec at 1.4-2.0
times threshold in the pretraining
phase), consistent with monosynaptic projections.
Analyses compared the groups in Table 1 for each of the unit
response measures: test stimulus-evoked
unit response latency,
reliability,
and spike frequency. In these analyses the BICconditioning
group was compared with the SC-conditioning
group
to determine the input-specific changes of synaptic efficacy related
to conditioning.
The BIC-conditioning
group was compared with
the BIC-pseudoconditioning
group, and the SC-conditioning
group was compared with the SC-pseudoconditioning
group to
determine whether changes of synaptic efficacy were attributable
to associative processes. An initial set of repeated-measures
ANOVAs was performed on the measures of test stimulus-evoked
unit responding using a two-group X two-intensity X three-phase
(pretraining,
post-training,
1 hr post-training)
design. These analyses revealed no significant differences between the groups of unit
response measures in the pretraining
phase of test stimulation.
Therefore, the test stimulus-evoked
unit response measures were
converted to change scores for purposes of clarity and easier
interpretation
of the changes of synaptic efficacy that resulted
from training. Change scores were computed by subtracting each
measure of each intensity calculated in the pretraining
phase of
stimulation
from the corresponding
measure calculated in the
post-training
and 1 hr post-training
phases of stimulation. The
initial

set of ANOVAs

also

revealed

no significant

main

effects

or

interactions of intensity; therefore, t test analyses were used for
the group comparisons by collapsing across both intensities. A
dependent t test was also used for each individual group to
determine whether the change in unit responding was significant
from pretraining
to post-training
and from pretraining
to 1 hr
post-training.
Training-related
changes
in test stimulus-evoked
unit latency
Changes of synaptic efficacy were first measured in mMG by
analyzing the training-induced
change in test stimulus-evoked unit
response latency. Figure 2A shows the change in test stimulusevoked unit response latency immediately after training for each
of the four groups of unit responses. Immediately after training,
the BIC-conditioning
group exhibited a significant decrease in the
latency of test stimulus-evoked
unit responding: t(,,) = 3.36, p =
0.004. The SC-conditioning
group showed an increase in the
latency of test stimulus-evoked
unit responding after training that
approached significance: t(,,) = -1.99, p = 0.062. On the other
hand, the BIC-pseudoconditioning
and SC-pseudoconditioning
groups showed no change or showed a small increase in the
latency of test stimulus-evoked
unit responding
after training.
Analyses revealed that the change in test stimulus-evoked
unit
latency for the BIC-conditioning
group was significantly different
from that of the SC-conditioning
group
and the BICpseudoconditioning
group: t(,,) = -3.48, p = 0.003 and t(,,) =
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unit responses

Mean measures of evoked unit responding (SE)
Unit response latency in
milliseconds

% of time-locked unit
responses (reliability)

0.8-1.4X
threshold

1.4-2.0x

0.8%1.4x

1.4-2.0x

0.8-1.4x

1.4-2.0x

Group

threshold

threshold

threshold

threshold

threshold

BIC test stimulus
Classical conditioning
(9 cells)
Pretraining

2.73

2.34

67.8

77.2

9.0

11.6

(kO.3)

(kO.2)

(58.6)

(k7.6)

(k3.0)

(i3.8)

2.21

1.93

17.3

89.5

11.5

12.3

(20.2)

(kO.2)

(26.5)

(24.1)

(23.7)

(i3.5)

2.88

2.67

67.2

79.8

5.9

6.8

(50.1)

(i7.2)

(t-5.9)

(k2.0)

(k2.1)

65.0

70.8

4.1

6.4

(20.1)

(k0.2)
2.98
(50.2)

(17.5)

(29.1)

(k2.2)

(52.1)

2.97

2.10

62.4

85.3

8.9

12.4

(kO.4)

(k10.2)

(k6.8)

(23.0)

(k2.3)

3.16

(50.3)
2.13

51.3

66.4

7.1

8.4

(iO.5)

(50.3)

(k8.9)

(i8.0)

(i2.5)

(k2.6)

2.80

2.90

70.9

74.6

8.4

7.1

(kO.3)
3.20

(kO.4)

(ir7.2)

(27.0)

(12.6)

(t-2.4)

3.00

55.4

67.1

4.0

6.4

(kO.4)

(10.4)

(29.9)

(k10.6)

(i2.6)

(k2.4)

Post-training
Pseudoconditioning
IO cells
Pretraining
Post-training

2.90

Evoked spike frequency in
standard units

SC test stimulus
Classical conditioning
(9 cells)

Post-training
Pseudoconditioning
Pretraining
Post-training

8 cells

-4.57, p = 0.0001, respectively. These analyses of test stimulusevoked unit response latency suggest that classical conditioning
increases the efficacy of the BIC synapses carrying auditory CS
information
to mMG cells compared with control synapses. Examination of the test stimulus-evoked unit response latency of the
9 individual
neurons evoked from both sites in animals that
received classical conditioning
revealed that 7 of 9 neurons
showed decreases in BIC-evoked unit latency, and 6 of 9 neurons
showed increases in SC-evoked unit latency immediately
after
conditioning.
Training-related
changes
in reliability
of test stimulusevoked unit responses
Changes of synaptic efficacy were also measured in mMG by
analyzing the training-induced
change in the reliability of test
stimulus-evoked
unit responses. The reliability of evoked unit
responses was measured
as the percentage
of time-locked
stimulus-evoked
unit responses. Figure 2B shows the change in
the reliability of test stimulus-evoked
unit responses immediately
after training for each of the four groups of unit responses.
Immediately after training, the BIC-conditioning
group exhibited
an increase in the reliability of test stimulus-evoked
unit responding: t(,,) = -2.47, p = 0.025. On the other hand, the SCconditioning
and SC-pseudoconditioning
groups showed a decrease in the reliability of test stimulus-evoked
unit responding:
t(,,) = 2.26, p = 0.037 and t(,,) = 3.80, p = 0.002, respectively.

The BIC-pseudoconditioning
group showed only a small decrease
in the reliability of evoked unit responding. Analyses revealed that
the change in the reliability of test stimulus-evoked unit responding
in the BIC-conditioning
group was significantly different from that
of the SC-conditioning
group and the BIC-pseudoconditioning
group: t(,,) = 2.89,~ = 0.010 and t(,,) = 2.60,~ = 0.013, respectively.
These analyses of test stimulus-evoked unit reliability suggest that
classical conditioning
increases the efficacy of the BIC synapses
carrying auditory CS information to mMG cells compared with
control synapses. Examination of the test stimulus-evoked unit response reliability of the 9 individual neurons evoked from both sites
in animals that received classical conditioning revealed that 6 of 9
neurons showed increases in BK-evoked unit reliability, and 6 of 9
neurons showed decreases in SC-evoked unit reliability immediately
after conditioning.
Training-related
changes
in test stimulus-evoked
spike frequency
Analyses of synaptic efficacy were also performed by measuring
the training-induced
change in test stimulus-evoked
mMG spike
frequency. Figure 2C shows the change in test stimulus-evoked
spike frequency in standard units immediately after training for
each of the four groups of unit responses. Immediately
after
training, the BIC-conditioning
group exhibited an increase in test
stimulus-evoked spike frequency: t(,,) = -2.43,~ = 0.026. On the
other hand, the SC-conditioning
and SC-pseudoconditioning
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Efficacy
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Change
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across

Mean baseline frequency
of unit
discharge in spikes per second (SE)

0.8,

n

Synaptic

W
17

q
q

BIG-conditioning
SC-conditioning
BIG-pseudoconditioning
SC-pseudoconditioning

BIC test stimulus
Classical conditioning
(9 cells)
Pseudoconditioning
(10 cells)
SC test stimulus
Classical conditioning
(9 cells)
Pseudoconditioning
(8 cells)

Pretraining

Posttraining

21.9
(k4.0)

19.9
(Z4.0)

27.1
(k5.7)

21.4
(k4.8)

23.5
(k4.5)

21.4
(t4.8)

21.6
(25.4)

22.0
(25.1)

increases in BIC-evoked
spike frequency, and 7 of 9 neurons
showed decreases in SC-evoked spike frequency immediately
after classical conditioning.

Figure 2. Mean change in test stimulus-evoked
unit response latency (A),
reliability
(B; % time-locked
unit responses),
and spike frequency
(C)
immediately
after training.
Values obtained
in the pretraining
phase of
stimulation
were subtracted
from values obtained
in the post-training
phase of stimulation.
In animals that received HR conditioning,
neurons
in the medial subnucleus
of the mMG
were activated
by test stimuli
delivered
to both sites, the BIC (black bar, BIGconditioning)
and the SC
(white bar, SC-conditioning).
In animals that received HR pseudoconditioning, mMG neurons were activated by test stimuli delivered
to BIC (bar
with thick diagonal lines, BZC-pseudoconditioning)
or SC (bar with thin
diagonal lines, SC-pseudoconditioning).
Asterisks indicate significant
group
comparisons
(*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01). Comparison
of the BIC-conditioning
group with control
groups suggests that conditioning-related
plasticity
occurs at the synapses carrying auditory
CS information.
Bars indicate SE.

groups showed a decrease in test stimulus-evoked
spike frequency: t(, 7) = 2.94, p = 0.009 and t(,,) = 2.15, p = 0.049,
respectively. The BIC-pseudoconditioning
group showed only a
small decrease in evoked spike frequency. Analyses revealed that
the change in test stimulus-evoked
spike frequency in the BICconditioning
group was significantly
different from the SCconditioning
group and the BIC-pseudoconditioning
group: t(,,)
= 3.71, p = 0.002 and t(,,) = 2.92, p = 0.006, respectively.
Examination
of the test stimulus-evoked
spike frequency of the 9
individual neurons evoked from both sites in animals that received
classical conditioning
revealed that 7 of 9 neurons showed

Changes
in spontaneous
mMG unit activity
The baseline frequency of spontaneous unit discharge before the
delivery of test stimuli was analyzed to determine whether the
learning-related
changes in test stimulus-evoked
unit responding
were attributable to changes in baseline activity. Table 2 shows the
mean baseline unit frequency in the pre- and post-training phase
of stimulation
for each of the four groups of unit responses.
Individual dependent t tests compared the baseline spontaneous
unit frequency in the pre- and post-training
phases of stimulation
for each of the four groups. These tests revealed no significant
effects, suggesting that the learning-related
changes in test
stimulus-evoked unit responding were not attributable to changes
in baseline spontaneous unit frequency.
Long-term
training-related
changes
of
synaptic
efficacy
Test stimulus-evoked
unit activity was also measured 1 hr posttraining
and compared with the activity in the pretraining phase of
stimulation to examine the long-term changes in synaptic efficacy.
Figure 3 shows the training-induced
changes in test stimulusevoked unit latency, reliability, and spike frequency for the four
groups of unit responses 1 hr post-training. This figure shows that
1 hr after training the change in unit responding in the BICconditioning
group has diminished; however, the relationship
of
the four groups of unit responses still persists. Specifically, the
SC-conditioning
group still exhibited a significant change in test
stimulus-evoked
unit response latency, reliability, and spike frequency 1 hr after training: t(,,) = -2.27,~
= 0.037; tc17) = 3.29,
p = 0.004; and t(,,) = 2.11, p = 0.05, respectively. Analyses
revealed that the change in test stimulus-evoked
unit response
reliability and spike frequency in the BIC-conditioning
group was
significantly different from the SC-conditioning
group: t(,,) =
2.38, p = 0.029 and t(,,) = 2.12, p = 0.049, respectively. The
BIC-conditioning
group, however, was significantly different from
the BIC-pseudoconditioning
group only on the measure of test
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Figure 3. Mean change in test stimulus-evoked
unit response latency (A),
reliability
(B; o/o time-locked
unit responses),
and spike frequency
(C) 1 hr
after training. Values obtained in the pretraining
phase of stimulation
were
subtracted from values obtained 1 hr post-training.
In animals that received
HR conditioning,
neurons in the medial nucleus of the mMG were activated
by test stimuli delivered to both sites, the BIC (black bav, BZC-conditioning)
and the SC (white bar, SC-coaditioning).
In animals that received
HR
pseudoconditioning,
mMG neurons were activated by test stimuli delivered to
BIC (bar with thick diagonal liner, BIG-pseudoconditioning)
or SC (bur with
thin diagonal lines, SC-pseudoconditioning).
The relationship
among the four
groups of unit responses suggests that some learning-related
synaptic changes
may still be evident 1 hr after conditioning.
Asterisks indicate significant group
comparisons
(p < 0.05). Bars indicate SE.

stimulus-evoked
spike frequency: t(,,) = 2.12, p = 0.041. These
analyses
suggest that some of the conditioning-induced
changes of
synaptic efficacy at the BIC inputs to mMG cells persist 1 hr after
training. However, this finding should be interpreted with caution,
because the changes in unit responding in the BIC-conditioning
group diminished greatly 1 hr after conditioning.
Figure 4 shows example histograms of a neuron evoked by both
BIC and SC test stimuli before, immediately after, and 1 hr after
classical HR conditioning.
The histograms show an increased
number of BIC-evoked unit responses at shorter latencies (2-3
msec after test stimulus onset) immediately after conditioning.

AFTER

CONDITIONING

‘.._ 0t
-5

5

MILLISECONDS

Figure 4. Histograms
of a single mMG neuron activated by both BZC test
(left) and SC test (right) stimuli before (top), immediately
after (middle),
and 1 hr after (bottom)
one session of classical HR conditioning.
For each
histogram,
spikes were grouped
in 0.1 msec bins and summed across 50
presentations
of a test stimulus. The y-axes indicate number of spikes per
bin, and the x-axes indicate 5 msec before and 5 msec after test stimulus
onset (arrow).
After conditioning,
BIC test stimulus-evoked
activity exhibited an increase in the number of short-latency
evoked unit responses. The
SC test stimulus-evoked
activity was unaffected
by conditioning.

The SC-evoked
conditioning.

unit

activity

was

relatively

unchanged

by

Latency
measures
of antidromically
activated
BIC and
SC units
The latency of the monosynaptic projections from both sites to
mMG was examined by measuring the latency of BIC and SC unit
responses activated antidromically
from mMG. These antidromic
measures were used as a reference to determine whether the
latencies of the four groups of orthodromic
unit responses recorded during training were consistent with monosynaptic latenties. Tests were performed using 10 animals, which yielded 44 BIC
and 27 SC units that were activated antidromically.
The average
latency of these antidromically
activated units in BIC and SC was
1.52 msec (range 0.5-2.5 msec) and 1.32 msec (range 0.5-2.5
msec), respectively. Collision tests were performed successfully on
20 of the BIC and 10 of the SC units, providing
additional
evidence that these units were activated antidromically.
The latency of this subset of antidromically
activated BIC and SC units
was 1.54 msec (range 0.8-2.3 msec) and 1.41 msec (range 0.5-2.5
msec), respectively. Figure 5 shows examples of successful collision tests performed on antidromically
activated BIC and SC
units. Drifting of the electrode and other technical limitations
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Figure 5. Antidromically
activated
units and subsequent
collision
with
spontaneous
spike. A, An electrical
stimulus
(open UTYOW) in the mMG
produced
an antidromic
unit (large black arrow in top three traces) recorded
in the BZC at a latency of 1.7 msec when the interval
between
the
spontaneous
spike (small black arrow) and the stimulus was greater than
the critical delay. Collision
(bottom three truces) occurred when the interval
between the spontaneous
spike and the stimulus was less than the critical
delay. B, An electrical
stimulus in mMG produced
an antidromic
unit (top
three truces) recorded
in the SC with a latency of 1.8 msec when the
interval between the spontaneous
spike and the stimulus was greater than
the critical delay. Collision
(bottom three truces) occurred when the interval
between the spontaneous
spike and the stimulus was less than the critical
delay. Note that a small portion of the sweeps in B has been cut off by the
stimulus artifact. The latency of these antidromic
units suggests that the
latency of the BIC- and SC-evoked
units recorded
during training
were
consistent
with monosynaptic
latencies.
Negative
voltage is upward. Calibration:
100 PV, 1 msec.

often prevented successful collision tests on the remaining antidromic units. This set of tests suggests that the latencies of the
orthodromic
units generated from BIC (mean 2.51 msec) and SC
(mean 2.48 msec) in the four groups of unit responses recorded
during training (at 1.4-2.0 times threshold in the pretraining
phase of stimulation)
were consistent with a monosynaptic projection that included a short synaptic delay.
Histological
location
of stimulating
and
recording
electrodes
The locations of the stimulating
and recording electrodes implanted in the four groups of animals analyzed in this study are
shown on coronal sections in Figure 6. The tips of the recording
electrodes were verified histologically
and found to be located
within mMG. It is important to note that several of the recording
electrodes were implanted near the dorsal border of mMG. Most
of the tips of the SC-stimulating
electrodes were found to be
located in the deep ventral layers of this structure at the rostralcaudal level of the oculomotor
nucleus. Most of the BIC-

Figure 6. Histological
location
of the stimulating
electrodes
in the BZC
(circles) and SC (triangles),
and recording
electrodes
in the medial subnucleus of the mMG
(squares)
for the conditioned
(closed symbols)
and
pseudoconditioned
(open symbols) groups analyzed
in this study. C, Central gray; D, dorsal nucleus of the mMG;
S, suprageniculate;
V, ventral
nucleus of the mMG;
III, oculomotor
nucleus.

stimulating
tral-caudal

electrodes were also found to be located
level of the oculomotor
nucleus.

at the ros-

Training-related
changes
of HR responses
Figure 7 shows the mean HR responses to the CS across training
for the conditioned
(n = 7) and pseudoconditioned
(n = 11)
animals from which the four groups of neurons were recorded.
The animals that received classical conditioning
exhibited larger
bradycardiac responses to the CS during and 1 hr after training
compared with the pseudoconditioned
animals. An initial t test
analysis compared
HR responses of the conditioned
and
pseudoconditioned
animals before training and revealed no significant difference: t(,,) = ~0.72,~ = 0.5. The HR changes from
baseline on CS test trials were then subjected to a repeated
measures ANOVA
that included a training groups factor (conditioned and pseudoconditioned
animals) and a test trials factor
(last test trial of habituation,
2 test trials during training, 1 test
trial 1 hr after training). The analysis revealed a significant effect
of training groups and test trials: F(,,,,) = 12.22, p = 0.003 and
Fc3,48) = 8.54,~ = 0.0001, respectively. Post hoc tests conducted
on the test trials effect (mean square within = 58.62) revealed that
the HR responding 1 hr after training was greater than on previous test trials. These analyses show that the animals that received
classical conditioning
exhibited associative responses to the auditory CS as the result of classical HR conditioning.
In these
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Figure 7. Mean HR responses to the CS across training for the conditioned (open squares; n = 7) and pseudoconditioned (shaded circles; n =
11) animals from which the four groups of neurons were recorded. The
HR responses before, during, and 1 hr after training were computed on CS
test trials as the largest bradycardiac response from baseline (beatsimin).
Bars indicate SE.
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DISCUSSION
The results of the present study demonstrate that auditory synaptic inputs to mMG neurons increase in strength as a result of
classical conditioning
with an acoustic CS. Specifically, BIC test
stimulus-evoked
unit activity exhibited the following changes immediately after conditioning:
decreases in unit response latency,
increases in unit response reliability, and increases in spike frequency. Conversely, SC-evoked unit responses from the same
neurons showed opposite changes in test stimulus-evoked
unit
responding immediately after conditioning.
Some of these synaptic changes may have persisted for 1 hr after conditioning.
Furthermore, BIC and SC inputs showed no changes or decreases in
synaptic efficacy after pseudoconditioning.
Measurement
of learning-related
synaptic
efficacy
in mMG
To provide evidence that the training-induced
changes in unit
responding were attributable to changes in the efficacy of auditory
BIC inputs and not to general changes of cellular excitability,
analyses of synaptic efficacy were performed using only the mMG
units that could be evoked by both BIC and SC stimulation.
Because of the technical demands of this type of design, only 9
cells met this criterion; however, the BIC-evoked unit responses
exhibited robust learning-related
synaptic changes compared with
those of the SC control-evoked
responses. This is consistent with
the notion that the learning-related
changes in unit responding
were attributable to the strengthening
of BIC inputs and not to
general cellular changes that would influence both BIC- and
SC-evoked responses. Despite these within-cell
control procedures, we cannot rule out the possibility that the conditioningrelated alterations in evoked unit responding were caused by
threshold changes in BIC axons rather than synaptic strengthening at BIC synapses. For example, tonic depolarization
of BIC
cells could have lowered the stimulation threshold for these axons,
causing a larger afferent fiber volley. Tonic depolarization
large
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enough to produce threshold changes, however, would also likely
produce increases in spontaneous activity along those fibers as
well as a corresponding
increase in mMG spontaneous activity.
Increases in mMG spontaneous activity were not observed; therefore, the most likely interpretation
is that strengthening
occurred
at BIC synapses.
Only the BIC and SC sites that evoked unit responses consistent
with a monosynaptic
projection
were used in the analyses of
synaptic efficacy. This criterion was used to provide evidence that
changes of synaptic efficacy occurred at the synaptic inputs to
neurons in mMG and not in another structure outside of mMG
via a polysynaptic connection. Previous anatomical evidence has
shown that IC and SC send monosynaptic projections to mMG
neurons. In the present study, antidromic latencies recorded in
BIC and SC suggest that the unit responses evoked during training were consistent with latencies of monosynaptic projections.
Similar antidromic latencies (1.0-2.0 msec) have been recorded in
SC during thalamic stimulation
(Chevalier and Deniau, 1984).
Furthermore,
experiments examining auditory evoked unit activity suggest that the latency delay from BIC to mMG is -2.5 msec
(Ades and Brookhart,
1950). Together,
these studies provide
evidence that the latencies of the mMG unit responses evoked in
this study (3.0 msec at 1.4-2.0 times threshold, pretraining)
were
consistent with the latency of monosynaptic
projections.
The
antidromic latency controls, however, do not rule out the possibility that some unit responses recorded during training may have
been mediated by a short latency interneuron.
Nevertheless, the
evoked unit response latencies do suggest that any conditioningrelated synaptic changes that may have included an interneuron
most likely occurred within the structure of mMG.
To provide evidence that the conditioning-related
increases of
synaptic efficacy were attributable
to associative learning, test
stimulus-evoked unit response measures were also obtained from
animals that received pseudoconditioning.
The priority in this
study, however, was to examine mMG unit responses evoked by
both BIC and SC test stimuli in animals that received classical
conditioning;
therefore, animals that exhibited both BIC- and
SC-evoked unit activity were administered
classical conditioning
rather than pseudoconditioning.
Because of this priority, none of
the cells from the pseudoconditioned
animals were activated from
both sites. Clearly, stronger conclusions could be reached if BIC
and SC inputs to the same cells were tested during pseudoconditioning. For instance, we cannot rule out the possibility that a
different mMG cell population was sampled during pseudoconditioning. Nevertheless, the test stimulus-evoked unit response measures obtained from separate pseudoconditioned
animals suggests
that neither BIC nor SC synapses increase in efficacy as a result of
pseudoconditioning.
This provides evidence that the increases of
synaptic efficacy at the BIC inputs were specific to conditioning.
It
is also important to note that the same procedures were used for
the placement of all electrodes, and histological
examination
revealed no differences in electrode placement between the
groups. In addition, a few of the pseudoconditioned
cells could be
evoked from both sites, but technical failures, such as excessive
artifact, precluded obtaining data from one of the sites.
Short- versus long-term
changes
of synaptic
efficacy
In this study, most of the conditioning-related
changes of synaptic
efficacy at the BIC inputs diminished
1 hr after training. The
relationship
among data from the four groups, however, suggests
that some learning-related
synaptic changes may still be evident 1
hr after conditioning.
These long-term BIC synaptic changes
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should be interpreted
with caution because the test stimulusevoked unit response measures for the BIC-conditioning
group
diminished greatly, whereas the SC-conditioning
group still exhibited a large decrease in test stimulus-evoked unit responding 1 hr
after conditioning.
This large decrease in test stimulus-evoked
unit responding in the SC-conditioning
group could reflect longterm synaptic depression of the SC-control synapses, independent
of the efficacy of the BIC synapses on the same mMG cells. On the
other hand, the large decreases in test stimulus-evoked
unit reliability and spike frequency in the SC-conditioning
and BICpseudoconditioning
groups 1 hr after training could be attributable to state changes in the animals caused by the extended
training period.
The short-term synaptic changes found in mMG are consistent
with a model of learning proposed by Weinberger
et al. (1990),
which suggests that neuronal plasticity that develops in mMG
could serve to influence other structures in the conditioning
circuitry, such as the amygdala and the auditory cortex. Thus, it is
possible that short-term learning-related
plasticity in mMG serves
to influence other structures in which more long-term changes
occur. Learning-related
changes in mMG neuronal activity, however, have been shown to persist beyond I hr (Edeline
and
Weinberger,
1992). This suggests that the synaptic changes in
mMG observed in the present study may contribute to long-term
neuronal changes in this structure or that the long-term changes
in mMG neuronal activity reported in other studies reflect plasticity occurring elsewhere in the conditioning
circuitry.
This study demonstrated
that changes in mMG occur quickly
during autonomic conditioning
(i.e., ~20 trials). Studies examining neural changes during somatomotor
eyeblink conditioning,
however, have found that changes in the cerebellum develop more
slowly across training (McCormick
and Thompson, 1984). These
differences in time course support the notion that these are
different classes of conditioned
responses that may require distinct neural processes (Lenartz and Weinberger,
1992). Behavioral evidence also suggests that these paradigms use distinct
neural circuits, because lesions of mMG have been shown to
disrupt the conditioning
of HR responses but not the conditioning
of motoric eye responses (Jarrell et al., 1986).
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Possible
mechanism
for synaptic
changes
in mMG
The synaptic changes obtained in this study are consistent with a
Hebbian mechanism of plasticity (Hebb, 1949) using CS and US

Change

in Thalamus

synaptic convergence on mMG cells. Specifically, US inputs activated shortly after CS-synaptic transmission
may provide the
increased activity necessary for the strengthening
of CS inputs.
This mechanism could explain why BIC inputs that are active
during CS-US presentations
increase in strength and why SC
inputs that are not active during CS-US presentations
do not
increase in strength and may even decrease in strength. This
weakening of SC inputs may involve mechanisms similar to synaptic depression or depotentiation
(Fujii et al., 1991; Mulkey and
Malenka, 1992).
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